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Norwell, MA Habeeb & Associates Architects (H&A) has added five new team members to its
Norwell and Worcester offices.

Adam Royle joins H&A as an intern-architect. A recent graduate of Roger Williams University with a
master of architecture, Royle was an executive board member of the University’s American Institute
of Architecture Students. He brings an interest in sustainability practices and has experience
working on residential and commercial projects.

As H&A’s newest project manager, Brian Eylo oversees all project phases from planning to
construction administration while maintaining client relationships and ensuring project success. He
brings more than 25 years of experience in educational, retail, and municipal architecture. The team
is grateful to have this wonderful mentor and collaborator on board.

H&A welcomes Emanuele Guazzini to the team as a job captain. Guazzini uses his construction site
administration experience and diverse design portfolio to generate comprehensive drawings from
start-up to close-out of any project. In addition, Guazzini is skilled in creating renderings that bring
the team’s design concepts to life.

Thomas Peterson also joins the team as a job captain. He brings 10 years of experience and is
currently working towards his architectural licensure. Peterson has a keen interest in façade design,
especially exterior envelope design. He is fascinated by the wide range of possible façade designs
and the unique challenges they present.

Marianthi Thomas is H&A’s first design director. This unique role encompasses interior design,



business development, and marketing. With more than 10 years of experience managing interior
design teams and projects, Thomas is highly skilled in developing design concepts, schemes,
furniture plans, and material layouts. The team is thrilled to gain her fresh perspective and more
specialized interior design offerings.
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